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Abstract Service-oriented computing is now acknowledged as a central paradigm for Internet computing, supported by tremendous research and technology development
over the last 10 years. However, the evolution of the Internet, and in particular, the latest Future Internet vision,
challenges the paradigm. Indeed, service-oriented computing has to face the ultra large scale and heterogeneity of
the Future Internet, which are orders of magnitude higher
than those of today’s service-oriented systems. This article aims at contributing to this objective by identifying the

key research directions to be followed in light of the latest state of the art. This article more specifically focuses
on research challenges for service-oriented middleware design, therefore, investigating service description, discovery,
access, and composition in the Future Internet of services.
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Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) is now largely accepted
as a well-founded reference paradigm for Internet computing [102]. Under SOC, networked devices and their
hosted applications are abstracted as autonomous loosely
coupled services within a network of interacting service
providers, consumers (aka clients) and registries according
to the service-oriented interaction pattern (see Fig. 1).
Still, despite the remarkable progress of the SOC paradigm and supporting technologies in the last 10 years, substantial challenges have been set through the evolution of the
Internet. Over the years, the Internet has become the most
important networking infrastructure, enabling all to create,
contribute, share, use, and integrate information and knowledge by all. As a result, the Internet is changing at a fast pace
and is called to evolve into the Future Internet, i.e., a federation of service- and self-aware networks that provide builtin and integrated capabilities such as: service support, contextualization, mobility, security, reliability, robustness, and
self-management of communication resources and services
[133].
Practically, the Future Internet vision challenges all the
SOC architectural layers, from the bottom to the top: service foundations as formed by the service-oriented middle-
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Table 1 The Future Internet constituents
Constituent

Definition

Reference

Internet of content

Content is any type and volume of media. Content may be prerecorded, cached or live, static or
dynamic, monolithic or modular. Content may be combined, mixed or aggregated to generate new
content and media. It may vary from a few bits (e.g., the temperature that a sensor has measured) to
interactive multi-media sessions and immersive complex and multidimensional virtual/real worlds’
representations.

[48]

Internet of services

An umbrella term to describe several interacting phenomena that will shape the future of how services
are provided and operated on the Internet. The Internet of Services also comprises the various sets of
Internet Applications including pervasive/immersive/ambient, industrial/manufacturing,
vehicular/logistics, financial/ePayment/eBusiness, power network control/eEnergy, eHealth, and
eGovernment applications.

[101]

Internet of things

A global network infrastructure, linking physical and virtual objects through the exploitation of data
capture and communication capabilities. This infrastructure includes existing and evolving Internet and
network developments. It will offer specific object-identification, sensor and connection capability as
the basis for the development of independent cooperative services and applications. These will be
characterized by a high degree of autonomous data capture, event transfer, network connectivity and
interoperability.

[33]

Fig. 1 Service-oriented interaction pattern

ware realizing the runtime infrastructure, service composition, and service management and monitoring [102]. In this
context, the goal of this article is to highlight research directions in the area of service-oriented computing in the Future Internet, based on today’s state of the art. However, due
to the breadth of the area, the article focuses more specifically on the study of the challenges posed to the middleware
layer. Briefly stated, Service-Oriented Middleware (SOM)
supports the service-oriented interaction pattern through the
provision of proper functionalities for deploying, publishing/discovering and accessing services at runtime. SOM
commonly also provides support to realize more complex
composite services by integrating simpler ones, where it
should be acknowledged that this contributes to the upper
service composition layer.
In accordance with the above, this article starts by setting the overall challenges and requirements posed by the
Future Internet, which in particular relates to its expected
ultra large scale, heterogeneity, and mobility. The article is
then structured in relation to the essential functionalities of
Service-Oriented Middleware, i.e., service description, access, discovery and composition, surveying related state of
the art and Future Internet challenges for each one of them.
Precisely, in Sect. 2, we provide our definition of the Future
Internet vision and major challenges that come along with it.
Then, in Sect. 3, we survey the description of services that
needs to be provided for enabling effective service use in
the greatly complex Future Internet environment. In Sect. 4,

we concentrate on service discovery in the Future Internet,
with a special focus on the organization, management and
distribution of supporting service registries. In Sect. 5, we
study middleware support for service access, where we highlight the key role now played by the Enterprise Service Bus
paradigm as well as the evolution needed to meet Future Internet requirements. In Sect. 6, we focus on decentralized
choreography-based composition in the Future Internet, and
associated modeling and runtime support. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Sect. 7.

2 Future internet challenges and requirements
The Future Internet has become the main focus of several
research and development initiatives all over the world, including initiatives in the EU,1 USA,2 China,3 Korea,4 and
Japan.5 However, despite the great interest in the Future Internet, no common definition of it has been adopted yet.
Still, considering that the Future Internet will result from
the evolution of today’s Internet, the Future Internet can be
defined as the union and cooperation of the Internet of Content, Internet of Services, and Internet of Things, supported
by an expanding network infrastructure foundation. Those
core domains, elements of which we find already in today’s
Internet, are not fully established yet and will emerge with
the foreseen evolution of services, content, objects and networks, as summarized in Table 1.
1 http://www.future-internet.eu.
2 http://www.nets-find.net.
3 http://www.cstnet.net.cn/english/cngi/cngi.htm.
4 http://fif.kr.
5 http://akari-project.nict.go.jp/eng/overview.htm.
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Table 2 The Future Internet challenges
Challenges

Today’s internet

Toward the future internet

Scalability

1 billion Personal Computers (2008)(*) , 647 million
smartphones (2010) [44]

1.78 billion Personal Computers (2013), 1.82 billion
smartphones (2013)(+)

5 exabytes of data (2005) [52]

990 exabytes of data (end of 2012) [143]

104 services (2007) [4]

Billions of services [133]

10 billion terminals (2010) [2]

100 billion terminals (2015) [2]

Consumer Internet traffic of 12.684 exabytes/month
(2010) [43]

Consumer Internet traffic of 42.070 exabytes/month
(2014) [43]

Islands of interconnected objects

Internet-scale connection of highly heterogeneous
objects (vehicles, sensors, mobiles devices, home
appliances, etc.) [15]

Emergence of heterogeneous services provided on
the Cloud such as Software as a Service (e.g.,
Google apps) or Infrastructure as a Service (e.g.,
Storage services at Amazon) [149]

Cloud Computing enabling to provide everything as
services, spanning different business and technical
domains

Service/content mashups leading to the provision of
new, diverse services by prosumers

Global-scale services/content mashups creating new
services/content with different types and formats

Mostly (mobile) IPv4, which suffers from scalability
issues etc.; even IPv6 has issues in mobile situations
(e.g., due to the use of home agents/addresses) [101]

Global-scale mobile Internet that requires revisiting
communication/routing solutions [4]

Wide-spread usage of smart mobile devices with
limited resources (2 billion users)

Global scale usage of smarter mobile devices with
ever-growing resource needs

Awareness & Adaptability

Ad hoc solutions to network, content & service
adaptation

Large scale content sharing, service provisioning,
mobile connectivity that require autonomic
adaptation and therefore awareness of content,
networks and services [101]

Security, Privacy & Trust

Safety and security requirements still an issue for
today’s Internet

Integrating real world objects, more users, more
information, more services in the Internet intensifies
the necessity for safety and security solutions

Heterogeneity

Mobility

(*) http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=703807
(+) http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=1278413

In general, the Future Internet is setting significant challenges over the computing and networking environments, as
it magnifies the features of the already challenging Internet
of today (see Table 2). Specifically, key challenges posed by
the Future Internet relate to and are amplified by the highly
correlated nature of the following requirements:
• Scalable internet: The Internets of Content, Services, and
Things are confronted with scalability issues due to the
increasing number, size, and quality of their networked
entities, which is further exacerbated by the empowerment of users who are now becoming “prosumers” [101,
105, 128]. For instance, simply considering the Internet
of Things, the large amount of new information available
through things needs to be comprehensively managed and
aggregated to provide useful services [101].
• Interoperable internet: The Future Internet will be heterogeneous in many dimensions, related to physical objects,
networks, services and data, which presents a significant

challenge for sustaining the Future Internet vision [101].
In particular, appropriate semantic technologies, shared
standards and mediation are required to assure interoperability of heterogeneous entities such as things, sensors,
and networks [132].
• Mobile internet: Unlike the current Internet, mobility
should be natively integrated in the design of the Future
Internet. Indeed, an essential challenge for the Future Internet lies in the explicit design of a protocol for a mobile
wireless world given that the majority of the connected
entities are now mobile.
• Aware and adaptive internet: Awareness and related
adaptability are common requirements for sustaining the
Future Internet, be it at the service, content or physical
object level. Issues to be addressed include: adapting the
Web by and for users, adapting the network to shared media and vice versa, providing personalized content and
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Fig. 2 Service-oriented
computing in the Future Internet

media to users, providing context-aware and personalized
dynamic services [101, 128, 132].
• Safe internet: Trust, privacy and security are sensitive
cross-domain issues that the current Internet is facing and
remain critical challenges for the Future Internet. With the
global-scale communications and exchange of information, users’ mobility and the limited resources their devices may have, as well as the Future Internet’s “awareness” of users, their data, and their surroundings, it becomes crucial to find appropriate solutions that will protect users. Indeed, current security mechanisms are unfit
in such an open, dynamic, and aware setting.
The following sections point out research directions for
service-oriented middleware in light of the latest state of the
art and the above requirements posed by the Future Internet.
The remainder specifically concentrates on the challenges
that arise for the base functionalities of service-oriented
middleware in the Future Internet (see Fig. 2), i.e., service
description, discovery, access, and composition.

3 Service description
Service description is a fundamental element in SOC, as it
determines the information that a service needs to expose
to its environment for enabling its unambiguous identification and use. All other information internal to the service is
simply out of the scope of SOC.
3.1 State of the art
Information included in service description varies depending on the complexity and the intended use of the service.
Accordingly, a number of service description languages

Fig. 3 Service description

have been proposed to cover different description aspects
and are currently in use, some of them having reached the
status of standard and other still being the subject of research. Most of the related initiatives focus on Web Services6 being the dominant technology for SOC. W3C and
OASIS are the two leading standardization bodies in this
area. Besides Web Services, the Semantic Web initiative7
and related technologies have produced a significant change
in the way services are perceived and described. In particular, the innovation is to make explicit the business or userdomain semantics of services, so far implied by the syntax of
their descriptions. Employing syntactic descriptions either
makes service semantics ambiguous or calls for a syntaxlevel agreement between service developers/providers and
service users, which is too restrictive for the inherent loosely
coupled character of SOC. Service semantics are made explicit by reference to a structured vocabulary of terms (ontology) representing a specific area of knowledge. Ontology
languages support formal description and machine reasoning upon ontologies; the Web Ontology Language (OWL)8
6 http://www.w3.org/2002/ws/.
7 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/.
8 http://www.w3.org/2004/OWL/.
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is the standard established by W3C. In the following, we discuss the most common elements of service description (see
Fig. 3) and survey their coverage by the most widely used
service description languages.
Service profile provides a high-level business description
of a service, which may include both human-oriented information (e.g., what the service does and service provider
information) and machine-oriented elements. The latter, in
particular, may range from a simple service name to a precise semantic characterization of the service comprising its
provided high-level functionalities as well as its high-level
Inputs, Outputs, Preconditions, and Effects; these are collectively denoted as IOPEs. Inputs specify the data required
by the service for its execution and Outputs specify the data
provided by the service as result of its execution. In addition,
Preconditions need to be fulfilled before the service may execute, while Effects specify the impact of the service on the
state of the world besides its Outputs.
The notion of Service Profile was created or at least made
popular by OWL-S. OWL-S9 is an OWL ontology for describing Web services. In OWL-S, a service description is
composed of three parts: the service profile is complemented
by the process model and the service grounding (see related
paragraphs below). The service profile provides semantic
descriptions of the service’s capabilities (the OWL-S term
for service’s high-level functionalities) in terms of IOPEs.
OWL-S was a candidate for becoming the W3C standard
for semantic service description; however, the winner was
SAWSDL, discussed in the paragraph on Service Interface
below.
The expressive power of Service Profile has been widely
acknowledged in semantic service matching approaches
[100]: matching between a requested and a provided service
profile is typically the first step in service discovery and
selection (see Sect. 4). However, while matching between
requested and provided inputs and outputs is commonly applied, there is much less use of preconditions and effects.
Besides, there is less agreement within the SOC community
regarding how PEs should be specified and used. After a
number of submissions to the W3C of candidate rule languages for the Semantic Web (suitable for being used in PEs
specification and reasoning), the outcome was the creation
of a W3C working group studying a Rule Interchange Format,10 a future standard for exchanging rules among rule
systems, as no single one-fits-all rule language could be
identified.
Service interface specifies the set of observable lowerlevel (with respect to the functionalities in the Service Pro-
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file) atomic operations that a service can perform in coordination with its environment, along with their input/output
parameters. Service Interface is the fundamental and mandatory element of service description, as it technically enables
the access to a service as a software component (see Sect. 5).
Web Services Description Language (WSDL), now in its 2.0
version,11 is traditionally the language for describing Web
service interfaces, and a distinctive element of the Web Services technology. SAWSDL12 is the W3C Recommendation for adding semantic annotations to WSDL and XML
Schema. Such annotations can be expressed in any ontology
language, most often in OWL. Annotations can be added to
WSDL interfaces, operations, and the XML Schema types
of their input/output parameters. Moreover, SAWSDL supports the introduction of two-way transformation mappings
between XML Schema types and corresponding semantic
concepts. This enables the interoperability between syntactically mismatching input/output parameters upon service invocation. In the case of OWL-S, a service interface is specified semantically in the process model and syntactically in
the service grounding, with appropriate mapping between
the two. WSDL is again used in OWL-S service grounding.
In parallel to the development of WS-∗ technologies for
Web Services, REpresentational State Transfer (REST) [55]
was introduced as an architectural style and an alternative
way (or a return to fundamentals) for enabling services on
the Web (RESTful Web services) by using the standard Web
mechanism: any entity on the Web is a resource at some URI
and can be accessed with the standard HTTP operations.
The advantages of REST are its universality and the uniform
service interface. Nevertheless, it addresses only basic distributed interaction/coordination [104], leaving open many
issues that have been tackled by SOC, such as dealing with
service behavior.
Service behavior specifies the observable supported execution patterns (often called conversations) of the service in
coordination with its environment that allow the service to
produce meaningful results. Such execution patterns involve
the operations of the Service Interface and are typically represented as processes.
The OWL-S process model was introduced for describing service conversations that are associated with the realization of service capabilities. However, with the prevalence
of SAWSDL over OWL-S, and since SAWSDL does not
cover the description of service conversations, a widely accepted business workflow language, the Web Services Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL13 ), is often
associated with SAWSDL for describing service behavior.
11 http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl20/.

9 http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/.

12 http://www.w3.org/TR/sawsdl/.

10 http://www.w3.org/TR/rif-overview/.

13 http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/wsbpel/.
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WS-BPEL started out as an industrial de facto standard and
evolved into an OASIS standard. A number of research efforts have elicited formal semantics for WS-BPEL, e.g.,
based on process algebras [57]. Formal semantics enables
the automated reasoning about BPEL processes for service
behavior matching as part of service discovery and selection.
Service QoS concerns non-functional properties of the service, such as reliability, performance, security, privacy, trust,
which characterize the quality of the results that the service promises to provide to its environment. Depending on
the intended use of the service, nonfunctional properties are
often considered less important than functional ones and
QoS is omitted in service descriptions. Moreover, in contrast to functional service features, there is less agreement
within the SOC community regarding the ways in which
QoS should be identified and specified. Nevertheless, as
SOC evolves into a major paradigm covering many application domains and quality-critical applications, QoS should
be treated accordingly.
Numerous efforts have produced QoS languages and
models for general or domain-specific QoS description.
Some of these efforts incorporate the expressiveness and
reasoning power of ontologies. The Web Service Quality
Model (WSQM14 ) is an ongoing standardization effort by
OASIS for the specification of Web Services QoS. WSQM is
a conceptual model; it defines a well-founded taxonomy of
QoS and provides a wide range of QoS properties. Then, accompanying the model, WS-QDL is a XML-based description language for representing Quality of Service by applying WSQM. An extension of WSQM particularly for dynamic SOC environments and an OWL-based semantic transcription of the extended model have been reported in [85].
Models like WSQM, coupled with a Service Level Agreement language and protocol—the WS-Agreement15 proposition of the Open Grid Forum is the most widely used—
allow the establishment and control of runtime QoS contracts between service providers and consumers [97].
Service binding specifies the underlying communication
middleware on which the service is deployed, and hence
gives all the information required for accessing the service at
middleware protocol level. This information commonly includes the middleware protocol and message format, as well
as the service endpoint, e.g., in the form of a URI. Common
bindings are SOAP/HTTP/TCP for WS-∗ Web Services and
HTTP/TCP for RESTful Web Services. Binding information
is included in WSDL.
14 http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/wsqm.
15 http://www.ogf.org/documents/GFD.107.pdf.
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3.2 Research challenges
Being a greatly complex environment, the Future Internet
places high requirements on service description with respect
to the amount and variety of information that needs to be
exposed by a service to its environment. In particular, the
Future Internet challenges identified in Sect. 2, i.e., Heterogeneity, Mobility, Awareness and Adaptability, and Security, Privacy and Trust, require the enhancement of service descriptions with relevant information, in order to allow service clients to take into account the rich service features as well as the underlying SOC middleware to manage the complexity of the association between services and
their clients. Nevertheless, due to the Future Internet’s ultra
large scale, this creates a trade-off between the richness of
service description information and its efficiency. In the following, we discuss challenges for service description raised
by the specifics of the Future Internet. More particularly, we
analyze the impact of Scalability and Heterogeneity on service description, which demonstrates the above trade-off. As
for Mobility, Awareness and Adaptability, and Security, Privacy and Trust, we discuss their impact on service access in
Sect. 5; the associated effect on service description is implicit.
Scalability The ultra large scale of the Future Internet is a
determining factor in the trade-off between richness and efficiency of service descriptions. Millions of Resources, People, and Things will need to be described and choreographed
within complex service compositions in the Future Internet, which raises demanding requirements for the storage,
publication, search, access, and reasoning about service descriptions. Such requirements mainly concern service discovery (see Sect. 4), which upon a service request, has to
deal a priori with the entire collection of Future Internet
services. Still, the service access and composition that may
follow service discovery are also dependent on the offering
of comprehensive and, at the same time, efficient service
descriptions. The identified challenges call for advances in
the expressiveness and processing efficiency of XML-based
service description languages, as well as in the efficient encoding and reasoning about semantic annotations that are a
part of such languages. Initial approaches in this area concern the encoding of ontologies, aiming to accelerate semantic reasoning considerably when executed in dynamic and
resource-constrained environments [19].
Heterogeneity Heterogeneity is a key characteristic of the
Future Internet of services that aims to encompass all kinds
of resources and present them as services. Such services may
be hosted on platforms ranging from resource-rich fixed machines to wireless resource-constrained devices, and further
to any physical object enhanced with some networking capacity thus turned into a Thing. Such extreme heterogeneity
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should be accounted for in service description: the trade-off
between richness and efficiency identified above equally applies here, especially when a resource-constrained service
hosting platform also needs to manipulate the service description.
Furthermore, besides the common heterogeneity tackled
by the service abstraction itself (service internal implementation and hosting platform features), service heterogeneity
will be exacerbated by the diversity in both business semantics and communication middleware brought about by the
Future Internet. Regarding the former issue, dealing with ontologies in delimited SOC environments is already hard, due
to the lack of widely accepted ontologies and the fact that
the heterogeneity problem that ontologies have aimed to resolve has now moved one abstraction level up, to the ontology level itself. These already demanding matters become
even more challenging in the open, unlimited Future Internet context. Establishing reference or global ontologies [21]
and tackling the ontology heterogeneity problem [107] are
two key requirements in the area. On the other hand, the diversity in communication middleware is due to the Future
Internet vision aiming to incorporate all current networking
environments into a single, ubiquitous setting. This calls for
support for heterogeneous coordination/interaction models,
namely message-driven, event-driven, and data-driven models. Different coordination models apply to different needs;
for instance, asynchronous, event-based publish/subscribe is
more appropriate for highly dynamic environments with frequent disconnections of involved entities. This fact makes
the various service bindings accounted for in current SOC
service descriptions too stringent, since they comply with
a single (client/service) message-based coordination model.
Service description should be able to abstract and comprehensively specify the enriched service bindings of the Future
Internet. This further implies extending the notion of service
and introducing adequate service coordination modeling.

4 Service discovery
Publishing and discovering descriptions of available services are two core functions of the service-oriented interaction pattern (see Fig. 1). As discussed in this section, the existing solutions to service discovery cover various research
issues that emerged in the current Internet setting. However,
there is still plenty of room for research towards the new
challenges introduced in the context of the Future Internet.
4.1 State of the art
We organize the discussion of service discovery in two parts
(see Fig. 4): the first part concerns issues related to the way
available service descriptions are organized and managed
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Fig. 4 Service discovery

within dedicated registries, while the second part focuses on
protocols for service retrieval that mainly differ according
to the architecture of the registry, from centralized to distributed.
For the interested reader who would like to probe further, there are certain excellent surveys worth mentioning.
Specifically, in [51], the authors pose criteria for the evaluation of service registries and organize the discussion from
two viewpoints: the viewpoint of the system and the viewpoint of humans. A more recent effort [108] emphasizes the
degree of distribution of the service registry and the use of
semantic information in the service matchmaking process.
Further works focus on service discovery protocols for mobile ad hoc environments, which are part of the Future Internet [95, 135].
4.1.1 Service registry
The baseline approach concerning the organization and
management of service descriptions within registries, is the
data model that has been proposed in the Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) specification.16 According to the UDDI standard specification, information is
organized as a collection of (a) white pages where business
entities advertise the offering of business services, (b) yellow pages where this advertisement is based upon a taxonomy, and (c) green pages, where pointers to Web service descriptions are also provided. For the description of the technical characteristics of Web services, UDDI proposes the
use of tModels (technical models), along with mappings between tModels and WSDL (see Sect. 3). The UDDI standard
specifies an API that can be used by front-end tools to pose
service discovery queries. The API provides mainly keyword (or value) lookup functionalities. Other similar data
16 http://uddi.microsoft.com.
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models include ebXML and WSIL but they have less impact in the state of the art [51].
From the early days of service discovery, a major research issue that emerged was the enhancement of the simple UDDI data-model with semantically rich metadata. All
the efforts in this line of research base their motivation on
the fact that both the UDDI data-model and its querying
mechanisms support keyword queries over the stored tModels without any semantic information. Generally, this research relies on the proliferation of approaches that annotate information with tags coming from a reference ontology. These approaches come along with tools that enable
the exploitation of semantic relationships of the ontology’s
terms (generalization, synonyms, subsumption, and other relationships of this kind). This idea was adopted in several
service discovery approaches that map semantic service descriptions like the ones discussed in Sect. 3 to the UDDI
data-model, in order to support more sophisticated querying
(e.g., [83, 99, 123]).
In general, the semantic annotation of the service information managed by service registries requires extra specification effort. This effort may become an impediment toward
the scalability of related approaches. Consequently, another
research issue that arose was to incorporate in the service
registries means for extracting semantically rich information
out of available service descriptions in a (semi)automated
way. Specifically, the goal is to find groups of semantically similar services and ontologies/vocabularies that may
be used for the semantic annotation/specification of these
groups. Typically, the semantic information is extracted by
employing well-known clustering [54, 94] and classification
[80] techniques that group semantically similar service descriptions with respect to the terms used in these descriptions.
Another interesting research issue that relates with the
management of service descriptions by service registries is
coping with the potential heterogeneity of these descriptions. As already discussed in Sect. 3, there are various
means for the syntactic or the semantic specification of
service-related information. Such heterogeneous servicerelated information may be published, and consequently the
service registries should be capable of managing it. To this
end, general purpose models are used as pivots for mapping
heterogeneous service descriptions [20].
4.1.2 Service discovery protocol
Regarding service discovery protocols, the baseline approach is centralized, relying on a single registry that organizes and manages service descriptions. This provides consistency and fast local retrieval under normal circumstances.
Unfortunately, the centralized approach has various drawbacks that correspond to research issues that emerged in
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the early days of service discovery. First, the centralized
approach does not scale well with respect to the increasing number of clients that pose service discovery queries
[51, 108]. Moreover, in the centralized approach, the single registry constitutes a single point of failure. Therefore,
the availability of centralized solutions is questionable. The
aforementioned issues become even more important, in the
cases where service discovery is supposed to be handled in
mobile computing environments that consist solely of mobile nodes [95, 135]. To deal with the scalability, the availability and the mobility issues, several approaches proposed
decentralized solutions. The decentralized approaches can
be divided into two categories, namely purely distributed
and hybrid.
The purely distributed approaches enable peers, participating in a network of cooperating sites, to store locally their
own service registry. Then service retrieval is facilitated by
distributed querying services that span all these local registries to compile and present answers to users. Naturally,
the distributed setting provides a richer set of answers and
significant chances of better scalability in terms of both the
user load and the available data to index, without the risk of
a single point of failure that the centralized solution suffers
from. This comes at the cost of supporting a framework that
allows each peer to know which peers to contact for serving a user request along with the necessary communication
overhead whenever a query to the decentralized virtual registry is posed. To overcome these issues, a possible solution
is to employ multicasting instead of broadcasting [96]. Nevertheless, even multicasting is a costly approach that does
not scale well [135]. Another possible way out of this problem is to limit the number of search hops [37] and perform
selective forwarding [37, 59, 60]. According to this idea,
knowledge from prior service discovery queries is used by
peers that cannot satisfy a certain service discovery query,
to forward the request only toward the correct peers (i.e.,
the ones that can actually provide answers to the query).
An alternative to selective forwarding, which also aims at
reducing the overhead of service discovery, is the probabilistic forwarding of queries to peers characterized with a
probability that decreases with the number of prior queries
that remained unanswered [61]. Finally, efficient broadcasting techniques have also been used [81]. The idea in these
techniques is to exploit knowledge about 2-hop peers to calculate a forwarding set that does not include 2-hop peers that
are covered by multiple 1-hop peers.
The hybrid approaches involve a more elaborate service registry architecture with super-peers that act as yellow pages and/or heads of substructures within the P2P network. Super-peers facilitate the efficiency and effectiveness
in the serving of service discovery queries (by achieving a
reduction to the messaging overhead in the network and better response time, without sacrificing the richness of the an-
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swer). In other terms, these approaches are practically “federations” of many registries in a P2P setting [74, 79, 116,
122]. Focusing on hybrid architectures that are specifically
aimed at mobile environments, an important research issue
is the choice of the peers that are going to play the role
of the registry. To deal with this issue, there have been approaches for the dynamic configuration of a backbone network of peers that serve for hosting registries [76, 116].
Typically, the peers are selected based on their physical mobility, their resources and computing capabilities; while the
physical mobility should be low, the available resources and
computing capabilities should be relatively high.
Apart from scalability, availability and mobility, another
important issue that directly relates to service discovery protocols is heterogeneity. In this line of research, there have
been approaches that rely on the idea of providing a higher
middleware layer on top of heterogeneous service discovery protocols that takes charge of mapping service discovery queries that conform to a particular protocol into service discovery queries that conform to other protocols (e.g.,
ReMMoC [62], INDISS [23], MUSDAC [111]). Moreover,
the proposed approaches further provide functionalities that
allow the forwarding of the mapped queries to available heterogeneous discovery protocols.
Finally, security, privacy and trust are also important issues for service discovery. Typically, decentralized architectures are more vulnerable to security attacks, while privacy
and trust cannot be easily established [51]. An interesting
classification of privacy attacks along with an approach for
dealing with such problems is discussed in [32], while in
[47] the authors give a list of requirements that should be
provided by service discovery protocols toward achieving
security. Interestingly, a comparison of various well-known
service discovery protocols (e.g., UPnP, SLP, Jini) discussed
in [47] reveals that the protocols only partially satisfy the
aforementioned security requirements.

A first key challenge is to quantify the number of actors
involved, if possible. We envisage that this can be done by
systematically studying the growth of the Future Internet via
advanced monitoring and Web crawling facilities. Today, the
first steps have already been made with certain research prototypes that crawl the Web for available Web services and
further analyze the validity of the retrieved data [3, 124].
Subsequently, from an architectural point of view, it is clear
that centralized discovery solutions are not adequate. However, choosing between purely distributed and hybrid solutions is not straightforward. There is a trade-off between
making the environment as large as possible (to accommodate as much functionality as possible) and keeping the
number of registries as small as possible (to receive answers
faster). From the point of view of the registry data-model,
clearly, the ideal would be a semantically rich schema, as
discussed in Sect. 3, which allows the organization of services that provide similar functional/nonfunctional properties into classes, each with a clear, but abstract specification
of the properties that characterize the represented services.
However, the challenging issue is to define such a hierarchical schema. Defining a standardized schema amounts to
anticipating the various classes of services that will emerge
in the Future Internet. Again, this requires the Future Internet growth to be systematically studied. Today, some initial steps have already been made as part of certain research
efforts that mine semantic information from available service descriptions [54, 80, 94] and try to organize available
services into classes characterized by service abstractions
[8, 9]. Finally, the clients should be able to identify services with (a) the appropriate functionality, and (b) the appropriate QoS characteristics. Service discovery protocols
should provide means to accomplish this task, irrespective
of whether the client is a programmer/designer [125] or an
end-user [141].

4.2 Research challenges

Heterogeneity The primary dimensions of heterogeneity
that should be handled in the Future Internet service discovery protocols are:

We anticipate a hybrid structure for the Future Internet, with
computationally powerful devices and lightweight computing devices coexisting together. As will become evident
from the discussion that follows, the increasing scale of the
Future Internet is a challenge by itself. Scalability also constitutes a driving force that creates further challenges concerning heterogeneity, mobility, awareness, and safety.
Scalability The ultra large scale of the Future Internet affects service discovery regarding the number of devices that
act as service providers or service consumers, together with
the number of services that a registry will have to index (e.g.,
see indicative figures given in Table 2 with respect to the exponential growth of the service base).

• Middleware platform heterogeneity, which may emerge
due to the availability of various service discovery protocols and data-models that can be exploited towards advertising/discovering services;
• Semantic heterogeneity, which relates to the advertised/
discovered descriptions of the services’ functional/nonfunctional properties.
Dealing with middleware platform heterogeneity supposes an agreement on the protocol via which services are
advertised and discovered. We anticipate standards to play
a key role in the solution. Assuming a set of standard service discovery protocols, there are promising approaches
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that propose automated mapping facilities from a source discovery protocol to a target one [20, 23, 62, 111]. Nevertheless, these approaches should be further elaborated with advanced extensibility mechanisms that would allow them to
adapt easily to the availability of new protocols. On the other
hand, semantic heterogeneity may produce huge problems if
not properly addressed early in time. Even if we assume that
the service discovery protocol and data model employed will
be commonly agreed on, the vast space of possible choices
of available services will still be posing problems to the precision and recall of the service discovery. A discovery engine will have to resolve problems of (a) naming, (b) structural, and (c) value heterogeneity.
Mobility Mobility is another issue that should be revisited,
considering service discovery in the Future Internet. The
main dimensions of mobility are:
• Physical mobility, which relates to the movement of mobile entities from one location to another;
• The resources and the computational capabilities of the
mobile entities.
Concerning physical mobility, a challenge set by the Future Internet is the trade-off between physical mobility and
scalability. As discussed in [135], purely distributed service
discovery protocols are more suitable for environments consisting of a small number of devices that are characterized
by high physical mobility. On the other hand, hybrid protocols are more suitable for environments consisting of a
medium/large number of devices that are characterized by
medium/low physical mobility. In the Future Internet, the
number of available devices is expected to be ultra large,
while the physical mobility may obviously range from low
to high. Consequently, the choice of the right service discovery protocol is not straightforward and potentially none
of the existing approaches are suitable for dealing with the
most extreme cases. Regarding the limited resources and the
computational capabilities of the mobile entities, there have
been related service discovery approaches [18, 19], which
should, however, be further elaborated and tested in ultra
large scale settings.
Awareness & adaptability Awareness and adaptability can
be seen from two different perspectives:
• The service discovery protocol itself, in the sense that
the protocol should be ready to be used by service
providers/consumers at any given moment in time and
consequently it should be aware of the current conditions
(e.g., number of consumers/providers, failures) and adapt
accordingly;
• The discovered/published services, in the sense that the
protocol should be aware of the availability of the services
that are indexed (e.g., outdated or missing references to
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services) and adapt its content, possibly along with applications that use unavailable services that have been previously discovered.
The expected increased scale of the Future Internet forces
us to move from centralized to decentralized service discovery architectures, which further contribute to the availability
of the service discovery protocol itself. However, the issue
here is that as we move from centralized to decentralized
service discovery architectures, it becomes much harder to
control the quality of the information managed by the discovery protocol. In other words, in the Future Internet we
have to deal with a trade-off between the availability of the
discovery protocol itself and the availability of the services,
discovered/published, via the protocol.
Security, privacy & trust All the problems of security, privacy and trust in the traditional Internet setting are clearly
present in the context of the Future Internet. Unfortunately,
even in the current setting, and especially in environments
that include mobile devices, the main requirements for security, privacy, and trust are not completely covered [135].
In addition, in the Future Internet, the issues become much
harder and more challenging due to the vast numbers of devices involved. Regarding security, an attack can involve
numbers of hijacked devices that are orders of magnitude
larger than the current ones; and the effect of introducing
malicious code (i.e., discovered services) in the environment
can be orders of magnitude higher. Concerning trust, there
may be a huge number of entities that should be evaluated
(e.g., registries, service providers, service clients), with respect to an enormous amount of conflicting opinions concerning the reputation of these entities. The difficulty of
these issues has to do with the fact that they are orthogonal
to all authentication, encryption and anti-virus mechanisms
we have, as they are related to scale. Much like the case of
the present search engines, another problem has to do with
the privacy of client searches. Assuming that registries trace
the client searches, a breach of these audit traces will expose
clients’ searches and, thus, their privacy. This then requires
adequate mechanisms for controlling the disclosure of private user information carried in service discovery requests,
as investigated in [31].

5 Service access
Following a possible client request and subsequent localization of a matching service by service discovery, and based
on information about the service externalized in its service
description, service access enables actual interaction with
the service despite possible heterogeneity of service clients
and providers.
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Fig. 5 Enterprise service bus

5.1 State of the art
Services come from different sources, and are developed
in different ways and, in general, without any coordination among developers, according to the fundamental SOA
loose-coupling principle. Regarding service access, and focusing on the underlying middleware aspect, uniformity of
employed SOC technology and middleware cannot be assumed in general. Therefore, an integration solution at the
middleware level is strongly required. Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) and Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)
emerged as integration paradigms targeting the enterprise
domain. EAI appeared in the early 1990s followed by ESB
in the early 2000s. While EAI proposes a centralized integration of services, ESB comes with a more decentralized
and scalable vision.
5.1.1 Service integration architecture
The main goal of EAI solutions is to provide integration of
heterogeneous applications. Both EAI and ESB share the
same philosophy for achieving integration. The difference
between them is that ESB is standards-based, distributed and
focuses on Web services. The architecture of ESB and EAI
middleware is similar. In this section, we particularly detail
the ESB architecture as providing a capable integration infrastructure where fundamental Web services and SOA concepts coalesce.
The ESB technology is based on an open-standard message backbone that enables the implementation, deployment
and management of services. Typical ESBs are able to support large numbers of services and high distribution via scalable integration infrastructures, which act as mediators between service providers and consumers (see Fig. 5). Specifically, the ESB technology is based on the following key
mechanisms:
• Services are discovered dynamically thanks to a common
registry where semantic service descriptions are stored
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and retrieved (see Sect. 4). The registry of the bus stores
the physical addresses of the services, along with metadata that relate to the service providers and the service
requesters that use it.
• Business processes and services are choreographed and
orchestrated using a powerful orchestration engine (see
Sect. 6). The engine is the cornerstone mechanism of the
typical ESB solutions.
• Communication between services and applications is realized through XML-based messages, which are stored in
a queue until their consumption by service clients.
• Mediation patterns are realized for routing, transformation, encoding and mapping of messages. These patterns
serve for the manipulation of messages issued from an application to another, hence overcoming mismatches arising from application heterogeneity.
In his book, Chappell [39] presents a list of ESB key features. We present the most relevant ones with regard to the
Future Internet requirements:
• Pervasiveness and scalability. The ESB technology allows several ESBs to be connected in a large network,
achieving a pervasive integration, which is strongly required in wide and dynamic systems. It can provide a core
for a pervasive grid where applications can be plugged to
the bus and where the visibility of other applications and
services is ensured.
• Autonomous and federated environments. In the Future
Internet, ultra large scale systems shall consist of heterogeneous applications, services and resources. The ESB
technology supports the integration of applications that
are independently designed and developed. However, related local business and IT units usually need to keep
control over their own resources and applications. This is
achieved in ESB by allowing local messages, components
and connectors to be installed, configured, and managed
locally. Thanks to this deployment model, the ESB ensures the autonomy of each single environment within a
large federation.
• Operation awareness. Thanks to the use of semi-structured data, the ESB technology can have real-time awareness of the data flowing through the enterprise. In large
systems where an important number of partners and applications are involved, data flows are important and it
is very difficult to achieve individual monitoring of the
system. Based on the relevant indicators and track information that the ESB technology provides, it is possible to
monitor the health of the system.
In addition to the aforementioned features, remote configuration and management of distributed ESB applications
and services are also provided. The next subsection presents
state-of-the-art solutions to service integration, while concentrating on industrial products, given the maturity of the
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Fig. 6 Worldwide ESB Revenue from 2006 till 2013 [98]

technology. The industrial success of the ESB technology is
in particular highlighted in Figure 6, which depicts the evolution of the ESB revenue in industry. In fact, according to a
research undergone by the WinterGreen incorporation,17 the
worldwide ESB market will grow, steadily doubling from
2006 until 2013 [98].
5.1.2 Service integration solutions
Existing proprietary and open source ESB solutions provide powerful integration and orchestration solutions for distributed services. For instance, the BizTalk server18 is a proprietary Microsoft product, which offers a toolkit providing a collection of tools and libraries supporting a loosely
coupled and dynamic messaging architecture. It works as
a middleware that provides tools for mediation of services
and their consumers. The Open ESB19 is a java-based open
source tool for application integration. It supports open standards such as SOAP, WS-*, XML, and a NetBeans-based
Integrated Development Environment (IDE). Both BizTalk
and Open ESB rely on centralized architectures. Meanwhile,
even though this generation of ESBs provides a powerful
means of integration and service orchestration, it is still not
suitable for highly distributed environments. Therefore, a
more flexible and dynamic vision is needed to cope with the
scalability requirement of Future Internet services, which is
supported by distributed ESBs.
The Fuse ESB20 is an open source OSGi-based21 distributed ESB that is based on the Apache Service Mix
ESB.22 Fuse supports BPEL processing, and both OSGi
and JBI23 deployment and runtime. In a sense, it is characterized as being distributed, because it offers a remote
17 http://www.wintergreenresearch.com/.
18 http://www.microsoft.com/biztalk/.
19 https://open-esb.dev.java.net/.
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console to control the runtime bus. The Fiorano ESB24 is
a proprietary product that has a different and more scalable vision of distribution. It is built upon a hybrid architecture, relying on a hub and a spoke management layer
and a peer-to-peer system. This enables ESB peer distribution over a wide network. Fiorano supports the main ESB
features, i.e., application integration, service orchestration,
event management, etc. The Sonic ESB25 is another example of a proprietary, distributed ESB. It achieves service
integration and distributed operation management. Moreover, Sonic focuses on security in distributed domains and
achieves BPEL orchestration. As a final example, the Petals
ESB26 is an open source JBI-based distributed ESB. Petals
combines both distributed service registry and multi-site architecture. A multinode platform is provided leading to a
moderate scalable architecture. Petals handles BPEL process orchestration, business process monitoring and management, as well as heterogeneous application integration
through several protocol connectors. Around the bus, a set
of open source tools providing process design and configuration, service management and monitoring, are offered. Distribution is also addressed by leveraging the bus service registry. Although the current ESB approaches tackle the distribution and integration issues required by the Future Internet,
a larger vision is required, as discussed next.
5.2 Research challenges
The unique combination of features and the high diversity
of the Future Internet raise numerous challenges for service access. While heterogeneity—as discussed in detail in
Sect. 5.1—remains a principal challenge and becomes an
even harder one for service access in the Future Internet,
there are additional challenges in the Future Internet calling
for advanced solutions to be provided by SOC communication middleware. Research results from different domains
like pervasive computing, Grid and Cloud computing can
offer the base for such solutions, nevertheless, significant
progress is required in order to cope with the Future Internet
issues. In the following, we discuss challenges and identify
research directions toward supporting service access in the
Future Internet.
Scalability With respect to service access, the ultra large
scale of the Future Internet translates into ultra high number
of interacting entities, as in parallel single service accesses
or coordinated service accesses within a service choreography, and ultra high service load, i.e., number of concurrent
user accesses, for certain services.

20 http://fusesource.com/.
21 http://www.osgi.org.

24 http://www.fiorano.com.

22 http:servicemix.apache.org.

25 http://web.progress.com/en/sonic/sonic-esb.html.

23 http://jcp.org/aboutJava/communityprocess/.

26 http://petals.ow2.org/.
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From the standpoint of scalable interaction, and leaving
aside issues that concern the Future Internet network infrastructure, such as communication bandwidth and IP routing,
solutions for SOC communication middleware need to be
devised and underpinned by wide-area and highly decentralized networking paradigms. Taking the example of the
ESB paradigm extensively discussed in Sect. 5.1, which provides a multifaceted SOC middleware, we can identify the
potential of distributed ESBs to provide the base for widearea decentralized networking. Nevertheless, they need to
be extended in order to deal with the demanding scalability
requirements of the Future Internet. In this direction, work
in [16] concerns the evolution of the Petals distributed ESB
toward an ESB federation in order to support large-scale
SOA. This extension includes scaling up message routers
and service registries to the level of federations. Besides
ESBs, other networking paradigms that have been applied to
wide area and decoupled settings should be considered, such
as peer-to-peer systems and publish/subscribe systems [146]
or tuple space systems [5].
With respect to ensuring scalability in dealing with user
load, paradigms for high-performance computing and computing based on resources retrieved on demand, such as
Grid and Cloud computing, seem to be very promising to
be employed by SOC middleware. Hence, there has been research for many years on Grid middleware solutions, e.g.,
OurGrid [42], InteGrade [120], to enable the execution of
computationally-intensive applications on sets of geographically distributed clusters of machines. Originally targeting the scientific community with their large data processing needs, Grids can provide solutions to any computingintensive application. On the other hand, Cloud computing [148] is a more recent paradigm providing virtualization
mechanisms for supporting elastic and on-demand provision
of remote networked resources at different levels, such as infrastructural resources (Infrastructure as a Service—IaaS),
higher-level service components for building applications
(Platform as a Service—PaaS), or even complete applications (Software as a Service—SaaS). This enables the support of everyday Web applications that are used by hundreds of millions of users. There exists a number of commercial (Amazon EC2,27 Google App Engine28 ) and research
(OpenCirrus [25]) Cloud computing solutions.
While some of the aforementioned paradigms and technologies—i.e., Grids and Clouds—have proved their ability
to scale, the Future Internet introduces such unique scalability requirements that new SOC middleware solutions need
to be devised. For instance, besides employing the pool of
Grid and Cloud computational resources for covering demanding service loads, some of the high processing needs
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of a global-scale ESB middleware could be also served in
the same way.
Heterogeneity Among the heterogeneity dimensions of the
Future Internet of services discussed in Sect. 3.2 (resources,
business semantics, communication middleware), we focus
herein on the latter, while we discuss resource constraints
in the paragraph on Mobility, Awareness & Adaptability below. As already pointed out, the Future Internet networking context will be characterized by high diversity in terms
of communication middleware, particularly with respect to
employed coordination/interaction models, e.g., remote procedure call (RPC), message-based, shared memory, eventbased models. Hence, as entities interacting in ad hoc settings cannot be assumed to share the same coordination
model, service access in the Future Internet is required to
support heterogeneous models and to enable interoperability among them.
Distributed system interoperability approaches at the
middleware level are typically based on bridging communication protocols, wrapping systems behind standard technology interfaces, or providing common API abstractions.
Most of these efforts focus on a single coordination model,
which is already a difficult problem. Nevertheless, a number
of approaches attempt to combine diverse models. Common API abstractions enable the development of applications that are agnostic to the underlying coordination models. Then some local mapping is performed between the API
operations and the models/protocols supported. In this category, ReMMoC [63] is an adaptive middleware for mobile systems, enabling clients to interact with both RPCbased servers and publish/subscribe systems via a common
programming interface. Wrapping systems behind standard
technology interfaces enables the access to these systems
via coordination models different from their native ones.
In [11], a gateway allows high-level access to the data and
operations of a wireless sensor network via Web service interfaces.
Bridging is about interworking between heterogeneous
interaction protocol stacks. The ESB paradigm, extensively
discussed in Sect. 5.1, is currently the dominant bridging
solution for the integration of heterogeneous systems. By
employing appropriate ESB adapters, systems with diverse
coordination models can be plugged on the bus. For instance in [16], an external tuple space is connected through
adapters to a distributed ESB topology and is accessible via
the bus messaging-based interface. Acknowledging the flexibility of the shared memory model, certain efforts (both
academic and industrial) introduce extended tuple spaces
as an alternative solution to the realization of the ESB
paradigm (29 , [92]). Some of these ESBs offer various coordination semantics (by emulating different coordination

27 http://aws.amazon.com/ec2.
28 http://code.google.com/appengine.

29 http://www.gigaspaces.com/xap.
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models) and related APIs, such as RPC and event-based in
addition to shared memory.
All the above interoperability solutions are deployed statically, with the exception of ReMMoC, which enables the
dynamic change of the client protocol based on the detected
server protocol. Other efforts have aimed at providing dynamic transparent interoperability between legacy systems.
Such solutions are based on the runtime configuration and
deployment of bridging mechanisms in response to the detection of systems that seek to interact via incompatible protocols (INDISS [23], uMiddle [93]). However, interoperability between different coordination models is not addressed.
Despite a number of approaches dealing with interoperability between coordination models, provided solutions are
in general ad hoc and concern specific cases. In the Future
Internet setting, an overall solution to this issue is required,
based on appropriate modeling abstractions and transformation mappings between models. Moreover, a precise evaluation of such mappings with respect to the preservation of
semantics is needed. Deployment of the solution in the rich
Future Internet context should then be addressed, in particular taking into account composition patterns of Future Internet entities, such as service choreographies, as well as the
scale and dynamics of such compositions. Dynamics of the
Future Internet are discussed in more detail in the following.
Mobility, awareness & adaptability The wireless and—to
a large extent—dynamic Future Internet setting encompassing the Internet of Things creates new user behaviors and expectations as well as challenges for service access in terms
of Mobility, Awareness and Adaptability. Mobility—if we
leave aside issues that concern the Future Internet network
infrastructure, such as seamless mobile addressing, routing,
and communication—implies users moving freely and employing their resource-constrained handhelds to access local
or remote Future Internet resources. These resources may
themselves be wireless or mobile, such as other users’ handhelds, sensors, and actuators, or simply networked Things.
In this setting, communication patterns are unpredictable
with, most probably, frequent disconnections. Awareness
and Adaptability are more general notions that include Mobility, and may be considered from two viewpoints:
1. SOC middleware for the Future Internet should be able
to capture the dynamically changing conditions and resource limitations of the underlying networking environment and the interacting networked entities and to adapt
accordingly; and
2. SOC middleware should provide services with support
for user context-awareness and related service personalization and adaptation.
The above identified challenges point to research that has
been undertaken, for quite a few years or more recently, in
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the domains of mobile and pervasive middleware as well as
middleware for wireless sensor networks.
A number of research efforts focus on architectural models [112] as well as interaction models [87] for pervasive applications. Such models aim to be modular, flexible and dynamic in order to enable applications to deal with the uncertainty and dynamics of the mobile/pervasive environment.
Other approaches explicitly adopt the SOC paradigm and
provide “aware” solutions to service/resource discovery, access and composition that are customized to the specifics
of pervasive computing. Thus, in [28], access to services
hosted by mobile devices is conditioned by the multi-radio,
multi-network character of pervasive device communication. Similarly, efforts in [17, 71, 84] take into account
the rich semantics and, at the same time, the resource constraints of pervasive nodes, thus employing efficient mechanisms for service composition. Context is a key element
for awareness and adaptability. In [10], a solution to dynamic management of context sources is proposed, while
middleware facilitating the development and execution of
context-aware applications is devised in [64] and [70]. Then
a number of efforts focus on dynamic adaptation, which may
be context-aware [140] or QoS-aware [41], and in particular energy-efficient [40]. Finally, while pervasive computing
and wireless sensor networks started out as separate fields,
there is a strong convergence towards middleware-based
solutions that combine the two paradigms. Thus, numerous research approaches propose programming abstractions
and middleware for wireless sensor networks [45, 46, 86],
or focus more particularly on adaptation in sensor networks [68, 130].
Despite these rich research results, new work can be
based upon the Future Internet setting and introduces unique
requirements in terms of openness, and hence awareness and
adaptability, which make existing solutions fall short. For instance, wireless sensor networks still remain mostly closed
systems, accessible to the rest of the world through external gateways [11]. On the other hand, with sensors being
increasingly pervasive—such as sound, GPS, accelerometer
and other sensors attached to users’ smartphones—and the
anticipated evolution to the Internet of Things, sensing becomes ubiquitous and “participatory” as each user can be involved [53, 82]. This fact, together with the resulting scale,
creates new needs for aware and adaptable programming abstractions and underlying middleware.
Security, privacy and trust Being a key issue in the current Internet, the problem of ensuring Security, Privacy, and
Trust will be exacerbated, particularly in the mobile and
aware Future Internet, due to two main reasons:
1. In open mobile and wireless settings, interaction is often
ad hoc, among entities that have no prior knowledge of
each other, and reliance on infrastructure that can provide
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trust guarantees for interacting entities cannot in general
be assumed.
2. Awareness and personalization imply revealing and collecting plenty of information about the user, which is a
direct compromise of the user’s privacy.
Hence, SOC middleware should incorporate mechanisms
for supporting Security, Privacy, and Trust in open, dynamic, ad hoc and aware environments. Besides, the tradeoff between exposing user-related information and preserving user’s privacy should be a central consideration.
In this direction, ongoing research focusing on Security,
Privacy and Trust in pervasive computing environments is
very relevant for the Future Internet. A principal consideration is that security, privacy, and trust should be closely
intermingled in such environments. Hence, a number of authentication frameworks and related access control schemes
have been introduced, based on trust relations and privacy
preservation among interacting entities [1, 113, 131]. Then,
to cope with open, ad hoc interactions, proposed trust models and frameworks are based on context [114, 134, 137]
or reputation [91]. In other cases, trust establishment needs
to be performed through trust negotiation, which presents
a threat to privacy due to the associated disclosure of sensitive information. Then work in [126] introduces a solution to
privacy-preserving trust negotiations. Finally, other privacy
concerns are tackled in [73], where users can control external access to private sensor data by enforcing their privacy
preferences.
In accordance with these research results, it should be
pointed out that security deployment in the open and aware
Future Internet should be flexible and dynamic, conditioned
by privacy needs and trust requirements. Still, as already
stated, the openness, diversity, scale, and extreme awareness
of the Future Internet create new unique conditions, calling
for new solutions. For instance, the increased proliferation
of sensors often acting out of the user’s access or attention,
although enabling advanced context-aware personalized services, makes it extremely difficult for the user to control the
amount of their personal information that is indirectly revealed, collected and used.

6 Service composition
If no single service satisfies the specific request of a user, it
may be necessary to compose existing services [110]. Resulting composite services can be used as basic services in
further hierarchical service compositions or offered as complete applications to service clients [102].
Briefly stated, the process of (automated) service composition is as follows. The service requester defines the
requirements (in a specification language) and the service
composition engine (based on the requirements, the services

Fig. 7 Service composition

available and their current state) generates the composition,
which is deployed in the execution engine of the middleware
(see Fig. 7). The middleware may also monitor the execution of the composition and the state of the services in order
to enable the redesign of the composition when the QoS or
the requirements are not fulfilled anymore. This process is
known as dynamic adaptation or self-healing composition.
Service composition is a very complex and challenging
task, which has received a lot of attention in the literature,
from modeling to runtime concerns, as surveyed below. Still,
the Future Internet raises additional challenges for service
composition, especially with respect to handling the scale
and heterogeneity of the target networking environment although, as discussed in the previous sections, related issues
are partly covered by the underlying middleware functions
for service discovery and access.
6.1 State of the art
In the last few years, building upon the wide acceptance of
the service-oriented architecture paradigm, there is a growing interest in choreography as a key concept in forming
complex service-oriented systems. Choreography is put forward as a generic abstraction of any possible collaboration among multiple services, and integrates previously established views on service composition, among which service orchestration. More specifically, we find in the literature three distinct but overlapping viewpoints (often denoted
with varying terms) [13, 50]:
1. Choreography captures collaborative processes involving
multiple services and especially their interactions seen
from a global perspective;
2. Behavioral interface captures the behavior of a single
service that participates in choreography; and
3. Orchestration deals with the description of the interactions in which a given service can engage with other services, as well as the internal steps between these interactions.
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Based on these three viewpoints, one finds in the literature different styles of choreography. Interaction-oriented
models describe choreography as a set of interactions between participants. Process-oriented models describe choreography as a parallel composition of the participants’ business processes [49, 77]. Activity-based models focus on the
interactions between the parties and their ordering, whereas
the state of the interaction is not explicitly modeled or only
partly modeled using variables. State-based models model
the states of the choreography as first-class entities, and the
interactions as transitions between states [136].
Choreography modeling A number of conceptual models
and corresponding languages have been proposed for modeling/describing choreographies at different conceptual levels, which originate from the Web Services and Electronic
Business initiatives. Proposed languages include W3C’s
Web Services Choreography Description Language (WSCDL),30 which has been a W3C candidate recommendation since 2005. Still, Web Services Business Process Execution Language BPEL, which is the major widely accepted
industry standard for modeling service composition, overtaken by OASIS, can be conveniently exploited in the context of choreography modeling to specify abstract processes
for behavioral interfaces. BPEL4Chor [49] extends BPEL
for defining choreographies, by introducing an interconnection layer on top of abstract BPEL processes, thus leading to
interconnected behavioral interface descriptions. As BPEL
itself is used unchanged, the BPEL4Chor extensions facilitate a seamless integration between service choreographies
and orchestrations. Let’s Dance [142] is a visual choreography language derived from workflow and architecture description languages and targeted at business analysts; this
language is not linked to any imperative programming constructs. Acknowledging the need to give unambiguous semantics to proposed choreography models/languages, there
have been several research approaches on defining the formal semantics of choreographies with a special focus on
WS-CDL [38, 78, 138, 147], although other languages deserved attention, such as WSCI [67].
Formal models and languages have further been introduced with the aim of verifying conformance between
global choreography and local behavioral interfaces; thus,
the ability of services to take part in a given choreography can be verified. Related research approaches have
addressed: checking consistency between ebXML BPSS
choreography and BPEL orchestration based on CSP [139];
reducing the complexity of conformance verification based
on an extension to the pi-calculus for enabling resourceconstrained mobile devices to participate in a choreography [118]; verifying a WS-CDL choreography against ser-
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vice behaviors expressed in BPEL based on Finite State Process and Labeled Transition Systems [58]. From the methodological standpoint, OASIS’ and UN/CEFACT’s Modeling Methodology (UMM) [66] is based on UML (defined
as a UML profile) and addresses the analysis of the business environment, the requirements of each partner, and the
requirements for an interorganizational collaboration. The
OMG’s Business Process Management Initiative (BPMI)
further considers the transition from the business process
design (supported by the OMG’s Business Process Modeling Notation BPMN31 ) to the business process implementation. Thus, the mapping from BPMN to XML-based executable business processes (e.g., BPEL) is part of the standard. As part of the related OMG’s continuous standardization process, BPMN 2.0,32 the next version of BPMN, has
been recently released. This update enriches BPMN with a
comprehensive embedded meta-model and related graphical
notation and interchange format. This will improve the capability for business analysts to develop, communicate, and
understand business process models, and also related tool
development.
Last but not least, transformations between models
and languages have been proposed for enabling top-down
model-driven generation of behavioral interfaces from choreographies. In [65], UMM is projected to a local orchestration
model developed as a UML profile; then, this model is transformed into an executable orchestration expressed in BPEL.
Kang et al. [115] integrate QoS aspects in a top-down choreography development process, annotating WS-CDL choreographies with SLAs and further generating a BPEL orchestration for each partner along with WS-QoS policies that can
be enforced during the orchestration execution.
Choreography execution Enacting choreographies raises
the issue of choreography execution. While execution has
been well addressed for business orchestrations based on
BPEL with a multitude of execution engines, often free
and open source (e.g., Apache ODE,33 Orchestra,34 ActiveBPEL,35 Oracle BPEL36 ), choreography is mostly considered as a design artifact rather than an implementation
artifact. Nevertheless, [72] proposes a (probably unique)
WS-CDL execution engine aimed at enabling the testing and
evaluation of the properties of WS-CDL with practical use
cases. The engine enables the simulation of choreographies
on a single machine, which facilitates testing and debugging
31 http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/1.2/.
32 http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/.
33 http://ode.apache.org/.
34 http://orchestra.ow2.org.
35 http://www.activebpel.org.

30 http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-cdl-10/.

36 http://www.oracle.com/appserver/bpel_home.html.
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WS-CDL documents. This work additionally extends WSCDL to WS-CDL+ to resolve some usability weaknesses.
Regarding the handling of composing heterogeneous services, as discussed in Sect. 5, ESB platforms that come
along with a BPEL engine constitute the widely accepted
emerging solution.
Considering the increasing dynamics and openness of the
networking environment, dynamic service composition has
now become a key concern. Many approaches have been
proposed in the literature aiming at automatically composing services by means of BPEL-, WSCI-, or the latest W3C
choreography pattern candidate, WS-CDL -choreographers
[17, 22, 24, 88, 89, 103, 117, 129]. The common idea underlying these approaches is to assume a high-level specification of the requirements that the choreography has to fulfill
and a behavioral specification of the services participating
in the choreography. From these two assumptions, by applying data- and control-flow analysis, the BPEL-, WSCI-, or
WSCDL-description of a centralized choreographer specification is automatically derived. This description is derived
in order to satisfy the specified choreography requirements.
In particular, Su et al. [129] propose an approach to derive
service implementations automatically from a choreography
specification. The authors of [56] and [121] present different
approaches to semiautomatic service composition based on
abstract functional blocks and semantic service descriptions,
respectively. Ponnekanti and Fox [106] propose an automatic approach for service composition, using AI planning
algorithms. Salaun [117] strives for the same goal; however,
assuming that some services are reused. The proposed approach exploits wrappers to make the reused services match
the specified choreography. Some studies [12, 35, 109, 150]
investigate dependency management in a dynamic service
composition scenario. Employed techniques include service
and middleware instrumentation, use of self-healing rules,
and establishment of a dependency-aware service-oriented
architecture.
In addition, concerning the increasing dynamics and
openness of the networking environment, there is a particular line of research that specifically focuses on the dynamic
service composition with respect to QoS requirements. In
the typical composition approaches, a system is considered
as an abstract orchestration, where each particular task may
be performed by a given set of alternative services that can
serve as substitutes for each other. The quality of different alternative services is characterized in terms of different
types of quality attributes (e.g., reliability, availability, reputation, cost, performance). The quality attributes are associated with corresponding metrics, the values of which are
usually continuous and normalized, using typical normalization techniques. The overall quality of the system is measured with a global score function, whose values are calculated, with respect to the values of the quality attributes
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of the orchestrated services. Then the objective of the composition approaches is to calculate an optimal configuration
for the orchestration that satisfies the system’s requirements,
while maximizing the value of the global quality function.
Obviously, all of the approaches in this line of research may
be used multiple times at runtime toward dynamically adapting the configuration of a composition to deal with changes
in the QoS requirements, or changes in the quality attributes
of the composed services. A pioneer approach in this line of
research was proposed in [144]. The global QoS optimization problem is solved using an integer programming optimization technique. In [6, 7], the authors further consider
cases where the same service should be assigned to different
dependent tasks. Differently from the aforementioned approaches, in [27], the authors employ a genetic algorithm
towards solving the global QoS optimization problem involved in the composition of a given service orchestration.
Moreover, in [84, 145], the authors propose methods that
find sub-optimal solutions to the global optimization problem. The primary motivation for the proposed methods is
that the complexity of the methods that find optimal solutions is very high. Going one step further, in [29, 30], the
proposed approach solves the global QoS optimization problem for sets of independent orchestrations. Finally, in [34],
the authors consider choreographies of services. Specifically, they propose a method for the composition of systems that consist of tiles. A tile corresponds to a particular
service that may require using other services. The goal is
to find the optimal composition of tiles, based on a global
quality score function. Similarly to approaches that focus
on orchestrations, the proposed approach also exhibits poor
performance, as the number of tiles scales up.
6.2 Research challenges
The industry has high performance and availability requirements on services when they are deployed in a production
environment. They want the services to be scalable, robust,
measurable (so that service usage can be charged), secure,
and verifiable [127]. The challenges for service composition
may be seen from two different perspectives: design and execution. The former is important because of the necessity
of automatic dynamic adaptation that may occur during the
composition execution. The latter suffers impact from the
scalability, heterogeneity, mobility, awareness, and safety issues present in the Future Internet scenario, as discussed below.
Scalability The decentralization and pervasiveness of
adaptable, QoS-aware highly-scalable compositions demand new service composition paradigms. In an ultra large
scale scenario, it is still not clear how to visualize and manipulate the huge compositions that are formed. To cope
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with the challenges of the Future Internet, the composition
languages and the execution platform have to deal with this
scalability issue.
Although extensively investigated, the problem of designing loosely coupled compositions consisting of ultra
large numbers of participating services [69] is still an open
challenge when dealing with the Future Internet context. It
is not yet clear how to combine the need to aggregate several services, maintain the QoS, and keep the whole composition coupling level as low as possible. Software Evolution research has already discussed the benefits of low
coupling [90]. When there are fewer dependencies, the system becomes more flexible and modifications or faults have
fewer consequences on others systems. It is still complicated
and time consuming to implement, test, and debug lowcoupled service-oriented systems with current strategies and
tools.
With the emergence of the Cloud Computing paradigm,
the investigation on how to distribute an ultra large number
of services in the global Internet and delegate heavy computational tasks in a semi-automatic fashion becomes a necessity. The distribution needs to minimize costs financially or
in terms of resource usage. It is also necessary to maintain
and negotiate QoS to cope with the users’ requirements.
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network load. Mobile devices often have a short switched-on
time and often are unable to process remote requests due to
system overload or network level disconnections. The composition and the coordination protocols should be tolerant of
such failures and degrade gracefully with resource unavailability.
The context within which service compositions are enacted also offers research opportunities, in order to achieve
customized and personalized behavior [75]. The mobile
users’ preferences, behavior, and context vary among users
and their situations. Mechanisms for the dynamic composition of services are necessary to provide tailored services on
demand to users [119]. As it deals with dynamic adaptation,
the middleware needs to map the high level user requirements to the low level hardware resource efficiently.

Heterogeneity In the Future Internet context, heterogeneity is particularly high and mechanisms to provide interoperability are necessary. Services are developed by different
organizations, which use different concept models and technologies. The service compositions should be realized in a
manner independent of programming languages, vendors,
operating systems, data models, etc. As in the case of service
description, discovery and access discussed in the previous
sections, more research is still needed to cope with these issues and the exploitation of ontology technologies may be a
promising research direction [119].

Awareness and adaptability In an ultra large scale scenario
where service compositions may consist of a vast number of
participating services, being aware of and dealing with failures becomes extremely challenging and difficult. Specifically, it is not clear how to automate the testing of service
compositions [26]. When the compositions are viewed as
atomic services, the testing approaches are derived from the
classical unit testing techniques [14]. On the other hand,
such approaches are not directly applicable in services participating in a composition. To scale up existing efforts, several issues must be resolved. First, it is necessary to deal
with the lack of observability; since some services export
only their interfaces, this prevents white-box testing in some
cases. Some inherent characteristics of service compositions
such as dynamics, adaptiveness, third-party rules, and governance issues must also be solved to automate the integration
tests. Finally, some issues such as the decentralized flow of
information, multiple party communication, and parallelism
must be adequately considered for the automated testing of
ultra large scale service compositions.

Mobility In the Future Internet, the execution of ultra
large scale self-adapting compositions may involve devices
with limited resources and computational capabilities. Thus,
the algorithms for designing and dynamically adapting the
compositions need to be conceived to be efficient. Existing strategies used for dynamic composition and adaptation
should be revisited and further investigated in this context.
In an ultra large scale scenario, where nodes may be mobile and intermittent, new approaches are necessary for coordinating service compositions. Coordination needs to be
adaptable to topology changes of the mobile environment
and handle mobility, network disconnections and other types
of node or service failures [36]. The coordination needs to
consider mobility patterns, platform battery lifetime, fault
tolerance, and reliability. Broadcast-based messages, for example, should be avoided since they generally impose a high

Security, privacy, and trust As already discussed, achieving security, privacy, and trust in the Future Internet becomes much harder and challenging. Dealing with these issues mainly concerns the underlying middleware facilities
that enable access to the services that participate in service
compositions (see Sect. 5). However, the interesting issue is
that these facilities should be aware of and take into consideration specific characteristics of the compositions themselves, which is not straightforward in the Future Internet ultra large scale setting. For instance, if a service composition
consists of an ultra large number of choreographed services,
then the participating services cannot be aware of the actual
sources of information that they receive. The previous may
be a feature that could be exploited to achieve privacy. On
the other hand, the same characteristic may be a problem
from the perspective of security and trust.
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In summary, a service-oriented middleware for the Future Internet should deal with new tools, strategies, and languages for modeling, executing, and automatically composing service orchestration and choreographies, dealing with
scalability, heterogeneity, mobility, awareness, adaptability,
and safety issues. In particular, some research is expected
to improve huge compositions visualization (when dealing with modeling or semiautomatic adaptation), orchestrations, and choreographies evolution, integration with Cloud
computing technology, ontology use in context-aware service compositions, coordination strategies, automated testing, and privacy and dissemination of information.
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Table 3 SOM state of the art
SOM functionalities

State of the art

Description

Web services, Semantic Web, OWL.

Discovery

Service registries and distributed, hybrid
service discovery protocols.

Access

ESB paradigm for heterogeneous SOC
technology/middleware integration.

Composition

Orchestration/Choreography-based
composition of services and related BPEL
engines.
Dynamic composition and adaptation.

Table 4 Research directions for SOM in the future internet

7 Conclusion

SOM functionalities

Research directions

Our survey of Service-Oriented Middleware, some highlights of which are depicted in Table 3, showed a matured
paradigm, well anchored in the present Internet. On the other
hand, we have pointed out that the Future Internet, perceived
as the evolution of the current Internet, has to face existing
challenges (i.e., related to scalability, heterogeneity, mobility, awareness and adaptability, and security, privacy, and
trust), while pushed to the extreme, as summarized in Table 2. Indeed, the Internet of Services and Things is becoming a reality with a population of services, including serviceenabled things, bound to evolve at a very fast pace. Then,
assisting the developers in leveraging such a plethora of services to provide new applications raises the need to carefully
revisit the service-oriented middleware solutions developed
for today’s Internet (see Table 4).
Overall, the middleware must cope with the trade-off between the increasing scale and heterogeneity of the Future
Internet reflected on the information exposed by service descriptions and the complexity of processing this information, to enable service publication, discovery, composition,
and access. With respect to service publication and discovery, the correct architectural choices must be made for the
corresponding publication and discovery protocols, to balance the trade-off introduced among keeping the complexity of the protocols low, handling the different dimensions
of the Future Internet scale/heterogeneity/mobility, controlling the quality of the information managed by the protocols,
and providing reasonable security/privacy/trust guarantees.
From the standpoint of service access, the middleware must
benefit as much as possible from high-performance computing paradigms and resource-on-demand computing technologies, so as to cope with the different dimensions of the
Future Internet scale. The challenges related to heterogeneity, mobility, security, privacy, and trust in service access are
intensified by the open, dynamic and aware character of the
Future Internet. For instance, the middleware should be able

Description

Investigate trade-off between rich service
descriptions and related processing
complexity.

Discovery

Investigate service discovery protocols for
the ultra large scale, heterogeneous and
mobile Future Internet, while controlling
the quality of the information and providing
security, privacy, trust guarantees.

Access

Exploit high-performance,
resource-on-demand computing
technologies to cope with scale.
Handle heterogeneity, mobility, security,
privacy, trust in open, dynamic and aware
settings.

Composition

Enable scalable and adaptive choreography
modeling and execution for the highly
heterogeneous and mobile Future Internet,
while guaranteeing security and privacy
properties.

to support unanticipated interaction patterns and ad hoc security/privacy/trust needs. Finally, the middleware must successfully handle the inherent complexity of the dynamic service composition and adaptation strategies, exacerbated by
the scale of choreographies, the mobility of participants, and
their highly varying characteristics and requirements, e.g., in
terms of security, privacy, and trust.
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